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Gaps and risks
› The risks of Arctic Ocean drilling are multiples and stem from an
overwhelming
lack
of
Preparedness, including
capabilities.

Knowledge,
Governance
and
infrastructures and technological

• Complex ice-oil interactions
• Inadequate response plans
• A true frontier for the industry
• Oil Spill Response Gap analysis
Regions
Estimated
Response Gap

Canadian Beaufort
Sea
20 - 65% summer
100% in winter

US
Chukchi Sea
60-80% in
winter

AMAP 2007; Bobra and Fingas 1986

West Greenland

Norwegian
Sea

35 - 85% summer
100% in winter

65% in winter 30%
in summer

› The science - policy gap is becoming extremely dangerous

A business opportunity?
› Business opportunities are essentially markets driven
• Negative externalities arise because of market and governance failure
• Industry appears to show little concern for risks by Arctic drilling

› Oil & Gas industry poor safety records
HSE - Offshore Safety Statistics Bulletin 2011/12

• In much known areas, incidents are too frequents.
• Safety records fail to inspire public confidence

› Safety statistics show that the industry is far from being Arctic ready

Arctic oil is not worth the investment
•
•
•
•
•

Increasingly costly
Slow down global demand
Consumption decline in Europe
Fuel-efficiency efforts
Competitive energy alternatives

› Question the economic sense and
long term value of Arctic oil?

› Shell lost nearly 5 bn USD in its
Arctic campaign

Government intervention is needed
› Public intervention to frame economic developments, regulate access to
resources and protect common public interest

› Account for externalities and long term preservation of Arctic values
› Social acceptability of offshore hydrocarbons
• Political incoherence: roadmap towards a low-carbon society?
• A moratorium as a precautionary approach

EU relevance in the Arctic
› An area of growing strategic importance
• Building of an EU Arctic policy to gain credibility as an Arctic player,
• European Economic Agreement (EEA) and trade relationships

› EU Offshore Safety Directive (2013)
• Fall short of ambitions, very similar to the existing “North-Sea regime”
• No EU supervision of the sector, weak provisions on financial liability
• Positive change with an EU “oil-spill response effectiveness” calculation
• Adoption of an EU Moratorium in ENVI committee

› Inadequate Arctic governance
• Arctic Council was not designed to cope with the current resource rush
• UN Arctic Treaty to recognize its role in our planet’s cooling system
• Marine sanctuary to conserve a common heritage of mankind

Thanks for your attention !
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